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Introduction 
 
The symptoms of prolonged foot-transmitted vibration (FTV) exposure can 

include neurological, vascular, and osteoarticular symptoms, analogous to the symptoms 
of hand-arm vibration (HAV) exposure [1]. Currently, FTV is measured using the whole-
body vibration (WBV) standard, as it is considered to be applicable to motions 
transmitted through the supporting surfaces: the feet of a standing person, and the 
buttocks, back and feet of a seated person [2]. Neither the WBV or HAV [3] international 
standards provide guidance for the anatomical locations for measuring FTV. The purpose 
of this research was to analyze FTV exposure data in terms of the transmissibility 
magnitude and frequency response to systematically determine which anatomical 
locations should be used to evaluate FTV in a laboratory setting.  

 
Methods 

 
FTV exposure data from 24 anatomical locations on the foot between the 

frequencies of 10-200 Hz in a neutral stand centre of pressure (COP) position  and 
forward and backward COP positions were analyzed using: multiple correspondence 
analysis (MCA) [4] and K-means analysis [5]. The peak transmissibility magnitudes were 
analyzed using MCA in order to identify clusters of behaviour to reduce the total number 
of measurement locations. Two transmissibility magnitude thresholds were evaluated at 
2.0 (i.e. 100% amplification of the input signal). A modified K-means clustering analysis 
was performed on the transmissibility frequency responses to provide guidance about 
which unique anatomical locations could be grouped based on similar responses. 
 

Results 
 
The MCA results suggest transmissibility measurements at four locations (first 

phalange (T1P1), the head of first metatarsal (T1P3), the head of second metatarsal (M1), 
and the lateral malleolus (L4)) effectively summarize the potential tissue damaging 
transmissibility magnitudes for FTV exposure below 200 Hz [4] (Figure 1a). The K-
means analysis proposed three anatomical locations could be used to capture the foot’s 
response to FTV from 10-200 Hz [5] (Figure 1b). Combining the results of these two 
analysis suggests that the foot’s response, including the peak magnitude and frequency, 
can be captured for the toes, midfoot, and ankle using four easily identifiable landmark 
locations in the laboratory setting.  

 
 



 
Figure 1: Minimum anatomical locations for measurement according to the transmissibility magnitude 

(multiple correspondence analysis) (a) and the frequency response from 10-200 Hz (K-means analysis) (b). 
 

Discussion 
 
In order to prevent FTV exposure injury, transmissibility measurements need to 

be taken on the most appropriate locations for capturing the differences in displacement 
of the foot’s anatomical structures. The ability to reduce measurement time with a 
minimal set of data collection locations will greatly improve the ability of researchers to 
systematically test different conditions [6] and this will allow for a better understanding 
of the injury mechanisms from FTV exposure. The future of field studies of FTV 
exposure is also influenced by this research. Field measurements have yet to be taken 
directly on the foot, as this can prove to be difficult when wearing socks and safety boots. 
However, the locations for measuring FTV have been assessed and can now be 
prioritized depending on the technology to be used in the field. 
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